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Rezumat. Ne referim la fortificaţia cunoscută în literatură sub numele Muncel, aflată pe muntele de la nord de capitala regatului dacic, la o mică distanţă dar 500 de m mai sus, reprezentând
cheia defensivei (sau ofensivei) din războaiele daco-romane de la începutul sec. II dHr. Există
practic un consens în a atribui lucrările de acolo romanilor, deşi sondajele arheologice minuscule, de până acum, indică inventar de tip dacic.
Ultima luare de poziţie în materie1 reprezintă un moment important, câtă vreme este
semnată de autori cu un renume solid în cercetarea aeriană şi arheologia militară romană; mai
mult, studiul respectiv beneficiază de modelul teren de tip LiDAR, care reprezintă premiza unei
expertize topografice de fineţe. Din nefericire, nu a fost cazul.
Am profitat de pre-existenţa unui model-teren realizat în 2016 (din dronă) pentru a
verifica analiza cercetătorilor britanici şi am ajuns la concluzii diametral opuse. Între motivele
unei asemenea încheieri enumerăm aici absenţa unui şanţ exterior (susţinută de autorii menţionaţi, dar şi de Al. Stefan, cu peste un deceniu în urmă), existenţa unui larg şanţ interior (caracteristică tipic dacică), grosimea neobişnuită a valului (pentru castrele de marş), existenţa unor
“anexe” fără analogie funcţională în lumea romană (în special dubla palisadă de la vest), absenţa porţilor (care ar trebui să fie vizibile în plan, în ipoteza menţionată), prezenţa gropilor mari
de pe conturul interior (care nu sunt moderne), dar şi recentele descoperirile “întâmplătoare”
(cu detectorul de metale) din urmă cu un deceniu.
Analiza unui model-teren nu poate substitui cercetarea arheologică prin săpătură, dar
o poate orienta, ceea ce şi cititorul român poate aprecia fie şi doar din ilustraţia ataşată.
Cuvinte cheie: topografie, model teren, amenajări defensive, fortificaţii dacice, castre de marş.

1. Introduction
A paper dedicated to the topography of several fortifications located within the
heights of Şureanu Mountains was published two years ago2. That paper was dealing
mainly with technical comparisons between data obtained by a total station and aerial
images taken from drone and worked out through photogrammetry. Nevertheless, discussing the literature within the matter, the authors have suggested that a Roman origin
1
2

Olteanu, Hanson, 2017.
Micle et alii, 2016.
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for the fortification laying on the top of Muncel is unlikely, puzzling some of the archaeologists from the audience.
In the meantime an important and much expected study appeared,3 not only due
to the credentials of the authors, but also because it is the first instance of use of the
LiDAR file made for the needs of BBC in 2011. LiDAR is a ‘must have’ in an area
90% covered by woods, as Şureanu Mountains. It is no secret: the paper released by
Olteanu and Hanson is a big disappointment – as we will largely prove below – and
made us to conclude that something is to be done. This discussion about Muncel is
only the first step.
Our goal – here, but also in the intended near future works – is to provide criteria in order to assign the known earthworks from the top of the mountains to the
main actors of the Dacian wars, from the beginning of the second century AD (101–
102 and 105–106). This is not a simple task, as a study dedicated to the fieldworks
made by Dacians is still awaited. Of course, Roman fieldworks are much better known,
but this advantage seems lately almost lost.
We will begin with the geographical issues of the area, following with a short
memo of the previous works and, of course, the promised commentaries on the terrain
model from the hillfort.

2. Geographical frame
These mountains are called, in most publications, Romanian or not, ‘Orăştiei
Mountains’. The name can be found on the older maps (like the military map from
1970s), but also on newer ones, but referring only to a crest immediately North of
Sarmizegetusa Regia, near Godeanu peak. The extension of this label over the entire
Şureanu Mountains, as in the expression “Programul multianual de finanţare a cercetărilor cetăţilor dacice din Munţii Orăştiei”4 shows little respect to the science (of
geography). Everybody can name them as they please, as long as we know the real
name: Şureanu Mountains. This is what one get looking at the official map of the country5. From the very few exceptions from the ‘rule’, we can cite Ferenczi 1981, writing
about the Roman camps from Comărnicel and ‘the central area of the Şureanu (spelled
Şurianu, which is only a dialectal variation) Mountains’.
The Șureanu Mountains enclose almost 2,000 sq. km (Fig. 1), being the very
centre of the power of king Decebalus. They are part of the Southern Carpathians, located at about 160 km of Lederata – the Danube’s harbour near Viminacium, the place
from where the Roman military advance has begun, upstream Iron Gates. Downstream
the Danube gorges, Drobeta is located 120 km afar, and Olt River mouth is at over 220
km from Șureanu Mountains. All mentioned distances are given in straight lines, walking distances on the paths being at least 50 to 70% longer. The Capital city of Dacians,
3

Oltean, Hanson, 2017. William S. HANSON has provided a ‘preview’ at the Limes Congress at
Ingolstadt (Sept. 2015), but the paper is missing from the published proceedings (see Limes, 23).
4
Multiannual funding of the research at the Dacian fortresses from Orăştiei Mountains, see for
details www.cetati-dacice.ro/ro/program-de-cercetare (accessed 1.09.2018).
5
http://geoportal.ancpi.ro/geoportal/viewer/index.html, which is the portal of the national authority for cadastre.
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Sarmizegetusa Regia, was located deep inside the mountains, at an altitude stretching
from 900 to 1100 m; around it, at the fringe of the mountainous area, several fortresses
were guarding the access to the higher positions, not defended being only the heights
toward East, with peaks over 1600 m, in the close proximity of the capital, but also those
over 2000 m farther in the Southeast. An overconfidence to pay.

Fig. 1. The area of Şureanu Mountains, depicted in a terrain model (Alos Palsar,
resolution 12.5 m). There are mapped only the main Dacian fortresses, recorded
as UNESCO protected sites (except Cugir). In the frame the area from the Fig. 2.
Another geographical specification we need to share with the reader is the name
of the place we are talking about. In most of the publications6 it figures out as Muncel,
which could be a handy short for Culmea Muncelului, but both places are real and
6

Including already cited Micle et alii, 2016 and Oltean, Hanson, 2017.
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Fig. 2. Terrain model (Alos Palsar) rendered as the scale of the slopes
(white – no slope; deep green – 25° or more).
Legend: red dots – Dacian fortresses; diamonds – hillforts; squares – Roman camps;
light blue lines – the drainage network; dotted pink lines – the main routes of communication.
nearby each other, on the same ridge heading east-northeast and reaching Godeanu
Peak. The names mismatch is beyond archaeological literature, as, for instance, in a
touristic map published by the National Park Grădiştea Muncelului-Cioclovina7. or
in a touristic map published by Bel Alpin in 2016, the Muncel Peak is located at 1554
m, not 1507 m. Nevertheless, the military map from 1970s (not a public resource but
currently used by all GIS ‘surfers’) and the portal of ANCPI (the national authority in
topography), already cited before, are giving the picture in which Muncel stands in
West (1506.6 m) and Culmea Muncelului (1563.7 m) is to be found one km further
East-northeast. Worth mentioning that the locals are referring to those peaks as Muncelul Mare (the Big one)8 and Muncelul Mic (the Small one), which would be the
clearest way of designation. We are speaking, in this paper, about Muncelul Mare, using
7

http://www.gradiste.ro/images/turistica.png (accessed 1.09.2018).
‘Muncel’ means ‘the small mountain’, therefore Muncelul Mare is a contradiction in terms,
and Muncelul Mic is pleonastic. Nevertheless, it is well fitted into the Romanian toponymy,
were the complementary pairs are usual, as ‘upper’ and ‘lower’, ‘white’ and ‘black’, ‘old’ and
‘new’, therefore ‘big’ and ‘small’. The form ‘Muncelul’ is articulated (‘The Small Mountain’).
‘Culmea /a name/’ is ‘the ridge’, as the peaks north of Sarmizegetusa really are, connected by a
ridge (one still east of Muncelul Mare, see Fig. 3).
8
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nevertheless the accustomed short form, Muncel9.
We will not deal here with the routes followed by Romans towards the big
prize10, because many other things need to be clarified before. Anyway, we need a
starting statement: each of the possible routes heading to Sarmizegetusa Regia were
long, hard, with many bottlenecks, giving a clear advantage for the defenders. The
skilled strategist who Trajan was played it really great: towards the Dacian capital
many columns were heading, more or less independently, forcing Dacians to split their
forces in as many parts; Romans were thus gaining back the numerical superiority, at
least in some sectors. This is surely so, as neither of the known Roman camps couldn’t
fit more than half a legion, but many only a third or less.

Fig. 3. Terrain profile and communication lines near Sarmizegetusa Regia.
Level lines at 50 m and legend as in the Fig. 2.
Muncel is the meeting place for three of such routes (Fig. 2): one is coming
from the West (from Târsa camp), one from the Northwest (from Prisaca hillfort) and
one from the East (Şureanu crest, with the closest camp at Bătrâna peak). It is located
9

Confusing also – but almost funny – is that one can see on the both peaks a large wooden cross.
See yet Glodariu, 1974 and 2000, still useful, although with necessary amendments.

10
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at only 2.4 km North of the stone fortress (at only 1.5 km of the edge of the city), on
the ridge flanking its Northern side. From Muncel starts the only direct route to Sarmizegetusa, which is not crossing a valley. Any other route heading the Dacian capital city
had to cross deep valleys, forcing the Roman soldiers to fight in dense woods against
defenders in dominant positions (recalling the lost battle from the Teutoburg Forest,
in 9 AD). Undoubtedly, this is more than obvious that Muncel was the key of the siege
(Fig. 3). All the other routes and positions held by the Romans in the area were probably
designed to block the endeavours for military aid from outside the capital city or to prevent fleeing attempts.

3. Essential data about previous research
The earliest information regarding the fortification of Muncel is to be found
in the files of TÉGLÁS István, a passionate collector from Turda. He visited the ruins
of the fortress from Grădiștea Hill in 1884, together with his brother, TÉGLÁS Gábor11
and, on this occasion, he mentioned the existence of some ruins on the Mount Muncel.
According to his notes, he would have succeed to see the hilltop fortification a few years
later, during the summer of 1888. The drafts and sketches made by István remained
unknown until 200512.
Three of the drawings made on the occasion were preserved (the number of
sketches was considerable bigger, according to published notes). The two brothers did
not manage to identify the contour of the fortification, but a series of 8 or 9 circular
pits3 and a few trenches, on the Southern (Southeastern) part of the hill. The distances
between the pits are given (in feet) as well as the diameter of one of them. They drew
also the cross-section of a 6 m wide and 60 m long ditch, located “on the Godeanu side”
(towards Northeast).13 The preserved notes do not include an interpretation. Yet, it is
worth to mention that in one of the drawings14, representing Grădiștea Hill, is depicting
the mountain bordered by the two valleys and the higher ridges overlooking it, and
the two spots where the ruins lie are marked by crosses: the fortification on Muncel
and the royal fortress lying further down. The name “fortress” is labelling the Muncel,
which suggests that the Téglás brothers have considered there was a relationship between the fortifications on the Muncel and the ruins of the fortress on Grădiștea Hill
(known today as Sarmizegetusa Regia).
This idea would clearly resurface in the writings of Iulian MARȚIAN, who
thought that the fortress from Grădiștea Muncel had two acropolises: one on the Muncel
and another one on the Grădiștea Hill. He is the first to realize the strategic position of
the Muncel, to understand the role of the ridge roads, and to try a reconstitution of the
route of the Roman armies.15 Marțian claims that the Muncel is located at the crossroads
11

Pețan, 2018, p. 173-174.
Bajusz, 2005. A short mention about some ditches ‘near Godeanu’ appears also in a text of
TÉGLÁS Gábor, see Kuun et alii, 1902, p. 21.
13
Bajusz, 2005, I/1, p. 170, fig. 10/94. Comparing now the ditches facing Northeast (see further
documentation), it is very likely the short side of the main fort.
14
Bajusz, 2005, I/1, 167, fig. 10/34.
15
Marțian, 1921, p. 39.
12
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of the communication routes along the ridges, which must have been controlled by a
proper Dacian fortress and could be considered as second acropolis of the fortress on
the Grădiștea Hill. He believed that the enclosure of this fortress was elliptical and of a
smaller size than the royal fortress from Grădiştea, and that the walls would have been
built using the same technique as the one used in building the large fortress itself. Most
probably, Marțian never visited the Muncel fortification, and neither the stone fortress,
being the reason of his confusions and due to this the errors are not few16. Yet, his interpretation is remarkable, considering the level of knowledge of those times.
Following the Second World War, the new leader of the archaeological team
from Sarmizegetusa Regia, Constantin DAICOVICIU showed interest for many of the
ruins around the Dacian capital; the hillfort we are dealing now was counted among
them. The first report is pretty laconic, giving a superficial description only (a rectangular ‘circumvallation’, 65 × 60 m, with a ditch inside the rampart, probably Roman)17.
In the years to come, the same research team made test excavations on the top, followed by a brief report giving yet some relevant details.18 The fort would have the
longest side oriented Northeast to Southwest, closing a rectangle of 65 × 60 m (a nakedeye evaluation, far from reality, but following the ‘tradition’), with rounded corners,
made of a 4 m wide low profile rampart and a shallow ditch, not exceeding 5 m in
width. The archaeologists thought that the ‘earth’ was dug from the inner side of the
fortification in order to build the rampart, which looks right. Due to the small amount
of wooden remains, they were not very sure a palisade existed. The team also reported
four ‘recent pits’ inside the fort. Two test trenches were set: the first ‘on the eastern
side, near the South-eastern corner’ (sic! probably the Eastern corner); the second – on
the highest point, ‘about 8 m from the South-western corner’ (sic! probably the Southern
corner, but the real distance is 30 m). In the second trench (just below the grass, down
to 30 cm!) they found ‘a considerable number of potsherds’ (whatever ‘considerable’
would mean), ‘all of Dacian style’, and also ‘a pilum with collar19 13 cm long’20. The
conclusion is obvious: the fortification is a ‘castrum’; that obvious that the authors felt
no need to say it (but still using the name ‘castrum’).
In the following decades, such considerations were retaken whenever necessary
with no notable alterations.21 The hillfort was ‘Roman’ just because of its plan, a successful idea, over time. The only exception – important, as coming from the former
head of the archaeological team from Sarmizegetusa – is Ioan Glodariu, which avoided
16

Pețan, 2018, p. 196.
Daicoviciu, Ferenczi, 1951, p. 43.
18
Gostar, Daicoviciu, 1959.
19
A pilum has no collar (as complete shafts are very rarely recovered, being also very long), thus
it was not a pilum.
20
All data from Gostar, Daicoviciu, 1959, p. 382.
21
Hadrian DAICOVICIU (1964, p. 117-118) gives absolutely no new insights, but in the final
paragraph he was admitting that the pottery found in the excavations would rather suggest a
Dacian fort, made hastily; István FERENCZI (1882-1983, p. 185-186) has remarked this new
hypothesis, standing yet for the old one (and plenty of factual errors).
17
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the ‘consecrated’ term ‘castrum’ for a more cautions ‘fortification’ as early as 1970s22.
Two decades later, his position became much clear: the hillfort was built by Dacians23,
possibly reused by Romans after the conquest24.
A breakthrough was made by Alexandre Simon STEFAN (2005), although he
never saw the site. The monumental monograph of the Dacian antiquities from the Șureanu Mountains was made entirely from literature and orthophotogrammetry25, and is
still the most detailed description available today. He has depicted for Muncel a rectangular shape with rounded corners, 61 × 95 m, but his own drawing is contradicting him
(Fig. 4): it should have about 82 × 114 m, outside the rampart. In his photos he was
able to see not only the known interior ditch, but also an external one, mainly on the
‘meridional’ side (South-eastern), drawn all around.

Fig. 4. The fortification from Muncel26, with the original orientation.
Measurements added scaled in AutoCAD.
22

Glodariu 1974, 155.
Glodariu et al., 1996, 178.
24
Glodariu, 2000, 111.
25
Before leaving Romania, he worked for the National Museum of History from Bucharest,
in the department dealing with aero-photogrammetry (dissolved in early 1990s, as a
consequence of ‘modernisation’).
26
After Stefan, 2005, p. 319, fig. 161 (‘stereorestitution for Muncelului fort’).
23
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A bit puzzling, he was speaking also about a second rampart, on the outer side,
but less visible. In order to understand the issue of the second rampart, one needs again
his drawing (here as Fig. 4), seeing a line splitting the wide rampart in two, therefore
there are not ‘two ramparts’, but rather one made of two parts27. Stefan also stated the
existence of no less than three gates: two on the middle of the short sides, and another
to the Western corner. Strange enough, his drawing is depicting only the last. In the
inner side of the fortification, partially overlapping the ditch, Al. Stefan was counting
six large pits (but draw five). At the corners from South and East he is describing two
parallel ramparts, almost perpendicular on the main fortification, descending the slope,
with no visible closing, drawing an ‘annex’ measuring 95 × 80 (or more) meters. This
time, the ditches would be located outside, and they can be followed, on the mountain
slope, for an indefinite length28.
Last but not least, from the Western angle of the main fort a double rampart is
going straight down on the slope, reaching a spring located about 170 m farther (150 m
in drawing). The ramparts are paralleling each other at 15 m, and no ditch was visible
on photos. At the Western end of the double rampart there is a fountain, providing the
vital water, and at the Eastern end would be a gate into the fort.29
Al. Stefan has avoided a statement about the builder of the hillfort, but he resumed in relative detail the results of the test excavations from 1956 (see above), saying
something like ‘what about these, folks?’30.

Fig. 5. The fortification from ‘Muncel’31. Measurements added.
The last lecture about Muncel was recently published, benefitting, for the first
time, of LiDAR support32. The authors are beginning carefully, speaking about ‘supposedly’ Roman temporary camp from Muncel and citing the only disagreement they
27

Stefan, 2005, p. 313.
Stefan, 2005, p. 316.
29
Stefan, 2005, p. 316-317.
30
Stefan, 2005, p. 313.
31
After Oltean, Hanson, 2017, p. 436, Fig. 5 (a).
32
Oltean, Hanson, 2017.
28
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new33, not quite impressed, as long as the detractor was not a specialist in Roman military archaeology. The main descriptive terms are the next:
The main fort is rectangular, with rounded corners, being made of a rampart and
a ditch (represented outside, see Fig. 5). Bordering the rampart at the inner part there
are only some ‘scoops’ (which are not quite a ditch, isn’t that so?), due to taken building
matters for the rampart, apart six large pits, considered modern, because they cut the
‘scoops’34. The chronological relationships between the main parts of the monument
(rectangular fort, the ‘annex’, and the two closely-spaced linear ramparts) cannot be
established without archaeological diggings, of course, but the authors are supposing
at least two phases, as long as the ditches of the parallel western ramparts are cutting
the ditch of the enclosure35. The so-called ‘annex’ is depicted only as ditches, merged
(more or less) with the enclosure’s outer ditch.
An interesting observation made by Olteanu and Hanson is that the enclosure’s
rampart is considerably wider than those known from temporary camps, but the conclusion falls as a sharp ax: the morphology of the fort is Roman, although the general
dimensions are rather small, therefore they cast away all doubts36. Not for us.

4. Description of the hillfort upon the drone-acquired terrain model

The air-born photos at Muncel were taken in the 3rd of Sept. 2016, around 10
AM, by using a DJI Phantom 2 Vision drone, carrying a 14 MP camera at about 30 m
altitude (from the top of the hill).37 As a result, 591 photos came out, from which 563
were aligned and processed with Agisoft Photoscan, after lens correction was made
using GIMP software. The final products were: a detailed ortophotomosaic (4.77 cm/
pixel) and a digital elevation model (16 cm/pixel). If a detailed photo is good, a terrain model is great, mainly when it is taken against a pasture with low grass. It covers
almost 28 hectares at a resolution of 16 cm (Fig. 6)38.
A general observation is that the best preserved side of the fort lies to the
South-East, especially its Northern half. This is the place where we can deliver the
most detailed descriptions. The reason of the unequal estate of preservation is plain:

33

Luca, 2008, p. 88-89. Our work (Teodor et alii, 2013, p. 11-12, note 15) was either not known
(although freely accessible), or too grey to be cited.
34
Oltean, Hanson, 2017, p. 438, following (convenient) Stefan, 2005. The last was still speaking
about an inner ditch, not about ‘scoops’.
35
Oltean, Hanson, 2017, p. 438. Interesting, their own drawing does not support the statement
(see again Fig. 5).
36
Oltean, Hanson, 2017, p. 438-439, expressing their uncertainties only about the function of
the double rampart.
37
By Al. Hegyi, assisted by Dorel MICLE and A. Peţan.
38
This could look abstract. As the main enclosure has about 8840 m2, and one square metre is
covered by 39 points with known altitude, than the fort is rendered by over 345,000 dots. The
advantage of air-born terrain models versus total-station work is obvious. Note that the resolution of the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is lower than that got on orthophoto, for the same
bulk of data.
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Fig. 6. Terrain model used in our analysis for Muncel. DEM, resolution 16 cm;
projection: UTM (zone 34).
Legend: black lines – edges of the ramparts (both where the case); red lines – edges
of the ditches (both sides); deep blue lines – fractured terrain (the spring); light blue
shapes – the large pits from the site; light blue lines – cross sections (see Fig. 8);
thin black lines – the supposed palisade trench; thin red lines – ditch lines (less
certain); ‘artefact’ (as topographical notion): fake height (here – the car).
it is directly linked to the tilt of the terrain39.
The south-eastern side of the fort is standing on the plateau from the top of the
hill (Fig. 7, right), but all others are made on relatively steep slopes; the quality of conservation is proportional with the tilt of each side. The asymmetry seems due to the necessary visibility below the palisade; as they are built, apparently uneven, they still offer
to the defenders a perfect visibility, at least 100 m downslope, on each side.
Within the best preserved area of the circuit we can try to define the main parts
of the defensive works (See Fig. 8, and again Fig. 6 for the correspondences on plan).
The ditch was made inside and the extracted soil was used as building materials (mostly
rocks) needed to elevate the rampart, having about 6.5 m in width and a visible depth
of 0.4 m only. The rampart is not strongly profiled (no more than 0.3 m in height, from
39

Teodor, 2018, p. 333-335 with fig. 4, brings an example, but the rule can be followed all along
Limes Transalutanus.
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the construction level), but it is really wide, around 11 m. The best preserved sections
of the rampart could suggest some distinctive parts of the initial setup. On the outer
part of the rampart there is a groove, wider on the upper part (about 1.5 m) and narrower below (about 0.5 m), suggesting the position of the main palisade (a continuous
trench for implanting the logs). This ‘groove’ (it is above the construction line of the
rampart!) can be seen almost all around the precinct, on both orthophoto and terrainmodel. This is why Al. Stefan was speaking about a ‘double-rampart’, drawing it as

Fig. 7. Topographic cross sections on the hillfort: longitudinal (up), starting in
southwest; transversal (down), starting in northwest.
UTM projection, the same terrain model as in the previous figure.
The yellow dots mark the external edges of the ramparts.
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well (see again Fig. 4)40. On the inner side of the rampart, there is also a small fosse,
apart from the main, large ditch (Fig. 8, especially the cross section A5–B5). This could
be the rear part of the palisade, suggesting a box-type palisade. Between the two parts
of the palisade there is a fighting platform, about 4.8 wide. These parts of the earthworks could be only guessed in other sides of the main fort (Fig. 8, cross sections

Fig. 8. Terrain cross sections over the main constructive items at Muncel.
For location of each see Fig. 6. Legend contained.
40

For a change, we have to stress out the fact that there is no ditch outside. The photos can give
such an impression, but the cross-sections from the Fig. 8 leaves no doubt.
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A1–B1 and A2–B2), but only with the visual aid given by the analogies from the best
preserved parts (same, A3–B3 and A4–B4).
When comes to the ‘annex’, what we can see is different of the things already
written by other authors. Following Al. Stefan or Olteanu & Hanson, we should have
here ramparts with the ditch made outside (taking the orientation from the main fort).
This is more or less true only in one case: the northern side of the ‘annex’ (Fig. 8, C–
D); we cannot see there a proper ditch, but the builders intervention is obvious: they
have taken stones from the lower position, adding them to the upper position, very
likely another palisade, although smaller; both the rampart and the ditch have a width
of about 6 m. The apparent result is a steeper slope, not quite a ditch, but the practical
gain is similar.
As concerns the southern obstacle of the ‘annex’ (Fig. 8, E–F), the work is
different, having again a ditch behind the rampart. More than that, the dimensions are
different, both the rampart and ditch being not wider than 4 m each. The reason for such
a different approach is not obvious at all, as both the slope and the function are the same.
We can take into consideration the suggestion made by Oltean and Hanson, that the
fortifications were completed in several stages. As the northern obstacle (blocking the
access from Godeanu Peak heading Sarmizegetusa) is larger, we can guess that it was
the first added to the main fort, as the first sign of danger came from the highest peaks
of Şureanu Mountains.
As concerns the double palisade connecting the western angle of the fort and
the spring downslope (Fig. 8, G–H), it shows the worst profile (but it was made on a

Fig. 9. Virtual reality made of the superposition of the orthophoto (res. 4.8 cm)
and a Digital Elevation Model (res. 16.1 cm), depicting the south-western part
of the hillfort.
Legend: 1 – the gate?; 2 – rampart partially broken by drainage waters; 3 – a double pit;
4 – there is no connection between the main fort rampart and the rampart descending the
slope westward; 5 – another double pit; 6 – artefact (archaeologist’s car).
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12° slope). The ramparts are hardly visible on the cross sections (although better visible
on plan, both on ortho image and DEM), and we can only suppose that they took raw
materials from the both sides of each, leaving a slightly upper surface in the middle.
Anyway, there are no ditches, nor even ‘scoops’.
Another contentions matter is the gate(s) issue. Al. Stefan suggested the existence of three such gates: two on the axes of the short sides and another at the western
corner, linking the fort with the double palisade (the only gate drawn in his plan). The
situation on the middle of the North-eastern side is compromised by a road made by
4×4 cars41. The symmetrical position from the opposite side of the rampart is not well
preserved, but even so one can see the continuity of the lines of the outer face of the
rampart and the inner face of the ditch. Our opinion is that there was no gate there42.
As for the third ‘gate’, things are quite clear: a large pit is standing in the way, and
the outer face of the main rampart is clearly visible all along the space between the
two parallel obstacles heading West (Fig. 9).

Fig. 10. Picture of the large pit along the South-western side, heading South
(August 2018).

41

The access road climbing on Muncelu Peak is so tilt (15–25° on the southern side, 16–28° on
Southern side) that seems impossible for a chart or for a car without terrain capabilities. The road
is, therefore, relatively new, but seems already to have caused damage to the rampart.
42
To be frank, a small depression (about 10 cm in depth) can be seen, having an opening about
3 m, exactly on the centre of that side. Only an excavation could say more than that. See also
the Fig. 10.
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Another problem is connected with the large pits. The predecessors have
counted six, but we found seven (the new one is near to the recent road). We can say,
more, that two of them seem to be double (at the Southern and the Western corners).
Those pits were considered ‘modern’, having as the only argument that they do not
have analogies (but what would be the analogies for the entire fort?), or that they are
cutting the line of the ‘scoops’ (so what?). They are not deep (around 0.4 m), but they
are quite large: 7.8 m that from the southern angle (Fig. 10), very similar the next two
from the South-eastern side, about 6 m the ‘new’ one, about 6.8 m the middle one from
the North-western side, and so on. There are strong logical arguments against such a
hypothesis, as the fact that they are correlated to the ditch of the main fort, and not
randomly made on the surface; secondly – the cost of energy for making them43; this
is not a usual facility for a sheepfold44. Of course, an excavation would be helpful.

5. Discussion
Our British colleagues, Oltean and Hanson, rejected the hypothesis that the fort
could be made by Dacians, mainly for the reason that the plan is ‘Roman’. Let us see
how Roman it is.
The ditch of the main fort is made inside the rampart, with no doubt. True
enough, one can be deceived by a vertical image (as has happened with Al. Stefan),
‘seeing’ an outer ditch. Cross sections showed yet clearly that this is not the case. Such
an experiment can be done on a terrain model, no matter the way it was acquired (from
drone or plane, with photos or LiDAR), if the resolution is good enough (at least 1 m).
Interesting to note, in the cited work there is no cross section at all, although they were
using a LiDAR model. This is not just a technical detail, because a ditch beyond the
curtain is not a Roman working scheme. And surely this is not a ‘scoop’; this is a 6.5 m
large ditch (we do not know the real depth, do we?)!
Oltean and Hanson have rightfully observed that the rampart of the fort is far
larger than usual (on Roman contexts). This is so true! This rampart has no less than
11 m across; for comparison, at the Roman camp from Comărnicel (1) there are only
4 m (not shown). The reason is plain: a Roman camp is only a place to sleep, not a fortress; the hillfort from Muncel intended to be a fortress, the last resistance shielding
the capital’s territory.
Another very weak point of the Roman hypothesis is the absence of gates.
There are no gates at all, although Stefan pretended otherwise. We never heard about
a Roman camp with no gates. Neither Oltean and Hanson. But this subject is missing
from their morphological analysis.
Iulian MARŢIAN believed that the hillfort from Muncel is ‘the second acropolis’ of the regal seat. Nice thought, but unlikely. On a peak of the mountain people
make sport, or war, but cannot live there. The position is great, and is absolutely critical
43

They have, each, around 6 cubic meters, or about 10 tons of rocks. And this is only for the
shape visible at the surface (but could be much deeper). The real question here is the next: where
are those 70 tons of rocks pulled out from the pits? Are they on the rampart, and if yes, why is
that?
44
The only pits are those for making a fence. A pit of half a cubic metre is enough.
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Fig. 11. Photo taken from Meleia Mountain against Sarmizegetusa and Muncel
(August 2018, heading northwest).
for keeping Sarmizegetusa Regia safe (Fig. 11). Latest when Romans took it on the
mountains, round around, Dacians began to fortify the crossroad from the top of the
mountain. Time to make a typical fortress, in murus dacicus, was probably not available (as Hadrian DAICOVICIU presumed), so they did it the ‘primitive way’, with a
palisade. They made first a rectangular fortress, then an ‘extension’, then another, until
the time was up.
The problem is that we do not know in fact how a Dacian stronghold would
have looked like, if constructed after the year 100 AD. Should it follow the level lines
around the tip of the mountain? This is the case for the stronghold at the Priseaca peak
(not shown). But should we rule out the possibility to have a rectangular plan, in the
latest years of Decebalus? Why would be that? Just because the analogies are missing?
What about a Roman camp with no gates? Weren’t Dacians mercenaries, thus well accustomed with Roman war stereotypes? Why shouldn’t they try a rectangular fortress?
Didn’t they used ballistae of Roman origin (and probably fabrication), as the Trajan’s
Column is depicting?45 Why not a rectangular hillfort?
An interesting fact is that the long sides of the fort are perfectly straight, although there is no visibility from one side to the other, due to the great differences of
level (see again Fig. 7). This is almost impossible without a qualified topographer. If the
topographer has designed a rectangular fort, so it was. Beyond this, the builders preferred a traditional solution within the relationship between the rampart and the ditch.
This can be explained, but is far easier to be drawn (Fig. 12).
The typical Roman environment is on flat terrain, on which a field fortification
is developed simply and naturally implanting a wooden fence (the palisade), digging
a ditch before it and using the extracted material to fix the palisade on place. Making
45

Trajan’s Column, scene LXVI.
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the same thing (functionally speaking) in
a mountainous area – as the Dacian landscape is – proves tricky, because is far
more difficult to lift the matter pulled out
from the ditch beyond the palisade, mainly
when one has to deal with heavy rocks.
The natural solution is to dig behind the
palisade, creating a defensible terrace. Because of the steep slope a ditch in the front
if the palisade would have been useless.
This is the generic scheme, applied with
a great deal of practical differences, from
Fig. 12. Comparative schemes for
case to case. We are bringing here only
building an artificial obstacle:
one example of the palisades made along
Roman (up); Dacian (down).
the narrow ridge connecting the tip of the
hill and the saddle from below, at the Dacian fortress Căpâlna (Fig. 13). This is the perfect example to illustrate the fact that Dacians, while building typical ‘murus dacicus’
(as the fortress at the top), were also using field fortifications aiming to slow down the
enemies’ upsurge, but with far more modest means46.
Using a ‘modern’ design for a fortress, as the rectangular shape of the hillfort
Culmea Muncel, has only the meaning that Dacians were able to learn, understanding
that an elliptic circuit can be assaulted and broken in any point, without side support,
which is not the case of a fort made of straight lines (having, for a change, vulnerable
corners). This could be one reason to make those extensions towards Southeast, in order to solve to vulnerability of the corners from East and South. In the same time, the
builders choose to take raw materials from behind the palisade, as their tradition asked.
It was, probably, the best solution for the case.
A last problem to discuss is referring to the large pits. They are represented on
a sketch made in 1888 by TÉGLÁS István47, with the canvas heading Northwest (Fig.
14). He was represented only the pits along the ditch, giving the lengths (in passes,
usually 0.75 m) between the pits, and the diameter for one of them (8 passes, or 6 m,
which is right). Instead of 7 pits, as in our drawing, there are 8; the additional one is
located on the North-western side, near the Northern corner. True, a pit lies in there
46

See also Macrea, Berciu, 1965, esp. p. 232, final plate (no number), for another cross section
of the mountain (in opposite direction), at Căpâlna, with many artificial terraces made similarly.
Reshaping slopes was a method good for both: gaining places to live and defending them. The
same thing one could see at Cetatea Zânelor (Fairies’ Fortress) in the South-eastern corner of
Transylvania (Crișan, Sîrbu, 2010, Plate 1). The rules of construction are yet object of change
and sometimes the ditch could occur in front of the palisade, as at the hillfort Jigodin 3 (as a
model terrain made by Magdalena ȘTEFAN and Dan ȘTEFAN seems to illustrate, personal
communication), also in South-eastern Transylvania. There is a certain need for a more systematic
study of the defensive system of the Dacian hillforts.
47
But published only a few years ago (in Bajusz, 2005, in Hungarian), probably too recently to
be digested.
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48

After Glodariu, Moga, 1989.
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Fig. 13. Cross section between the Dacian fortress at Căpâlna and the saddle from south-southwest48, Figs. 5
and 6 (stratigraphy for the archaeological trenches I and II; for location of each – see idem, Fig. 3, the long ones
from south-southwest), redrawn and put together (as they complete each other). The ‘restitution’ (citron) is our
proposal of understanding the data. Note that the palisades could be func-tional together or in sequences. The
model terrain from right-up (Alos Palsar, UTM) is brought as a comparative term, indicating some
correspondences (A, B, where obvious).

Fig. 14. Reproduction after TEGLAS István (1888)49, depicting the
pits from the hillfort at Muncel. Measurements in passes (0.75 m),
canvas heading northeast.
49

Published in Bajusz, 2005, p. 92, fig. 10.
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(can be seen at the Fig. 6), but it is very shallow (about 10 cm) and we did not count it.
Overall, the sketch is not great (as a graphic render of the terrain), but the figures are
almost right. The sketch is important, as proves that the pit near the road is not new, as
one might think; it was just overlooked. More than that, it proves that the pits are not
‘modern’. At the time (1888), the area was still very poor inhabited, the village Grădiştea de Munte (the only close enough) has had only a few households (as depicted on
the Second Austrian Survey),50 and the mountain paths were avoiding the peaks (all
three in the area, Muncel, Culmea Muncelului and Godeanu, are outside those paths).
Who might do those large pits, before the 19th century? As Romanian archaeologists
know, between Romans and modern time in the area there is pretty much nothing51.
We can only presume the function of those pits. For instance, water tanks, or
edible containers, or even shelters for the garrison. As the central part of the fort was
exposed to the arrows, being in direct view of the enemy, the most protected places
inside were those immediately behind the palisade.
In order to fully understand the strategical relevance of the hillfort at Muncel we
will provide some data about the slopes around it. The steepest is the North-eastern one,
with values reaching 47°, which means that one can walk on it, but not fight against
a defender in the upper position. The opposite slope, heading Sarmizegetusa, is seemingly, with values reaching 40o. The expected directions of attack were only along the
crest, from either side. The most obvious function we can see for those ‘extensions’
from Southeast is to make difficult any attempt to reach the best path towards the capital, or to attack the Eastern and Southern corners from two sides.

6. Conclusions
Relaying on documentation acquired from a drone, we are rejecting the traditional interpretation of the hillfort from Muncel as a Roman temporary camp. If the
older opinions52 benefit conjectures (qualification, lack of technical instruments, underfunding etc.), the latest paper53 is more difficult to understand.
The fort was made very likely late, in the time of the Dacian wars from the early
second century AD, under a certain Roman influence (the rectangular design of the main
fort), but following a Dacian modus operandi, with a large ditch made inside the palisade, with extensions of the defended area (the double rampart from west and the ‘annex’ from Southeast) having no relation with the Roman army practices, as well as the
large pits inside the fortified area (there is no such thing in a Roman camp!).
Of course, although the aerial research (including photogrammetry) is an excellent tool for approaching an archaeological site, it cannot remove the need for professional excavations. We hope we succeeded to provide hints for such an enterprise, sometime in the future. Without a new excavation we cannot escape the relativity of the
words, as ‘a considerable amount of Dacian pottery’ at Gostar and Daicoviciu (1959)
50

Finished in 1870, see https://mapire.eu/en/ (accessed 1.09.2018).
Luca, 2008.
52
as Daicoviciu, Ferenczi, 1951.
53
Oltean, Hanson, 2017.
51
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turned in a ‘limited pottery evidence’ at Olteanu and Hanson (2017), both statements
being right.
Looking at the greater picture from Șureanu Mountains, drones and photogrammetry, although still important, will be not able to unlock the (still) many secrets kept
by the forest’s canopy. There is a certain need for LiDAR products, but we are living
in a country ‘recommended’ by the lowest research funding in EU, also a place where
nobody has heard about a national LiDAR program.
Not only funding is a problem today. The human resource is obviously precarious, at least in numbers. For an area far larger than 1,000 square kilometres, a single
research team – excavating mostly at Sarmizegetusa Regia – cannot be enough.
As an adagio, worth mention a sentence spelled by the Hunedoara County
Court, in 9th December 201454, concerning illegal diggings on the hilltop (named also
‘Muncel’)55, resulting the extraction of 1,200 coins of Koson type and a pair of bracelets
with serpent heads (half a kg each), along a list of other objects recognized by experts
as being of Dacian fabrication (yet including a horseshoe...)56. The document is describing a 0.6 m deep and 0.6 m wide pit, located at about 30 m afar from the cross57.
Looking at our orthophoto, the only place with signs of recent disturbance seems to
be the eastern edge of the ‘modern’ pit from the centre of the north-western side of
the fort. The real distance to the cross is 25 m, close enough for a measurement taken
with a ruler (in wind). If so, this is strengthening our opinion about the function played
by the large pits: containers, if not improvised huts.
Who will dig next? Metal detectorists or archaeologists?

54

No. 408/2014, about unlawful facts from 2007 (https://legeaz.net/spete-penal-tribunalul-hune
doara-2016/spalare-de-bani-legea-656-09-12-2014-6d1 -accessed 1.09.2018).
55
To be as clear as possible: inside the hillfort.
56
The list contains more artefacts suspected by us as being modern, but these objects were collected at the expertise, from the edge of the pit, from unmentioned depths.
57
The cross is implanted in the outer edge of the rampart, along the north-western side, close to
the western angle (thus inside the protected area...).
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